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   Ours is a disadvantaged rural 
school located in one of the poorest 

communities of the Eastern Cape. The 
school is community-built and has no 

science or computer laboratory. 

Science Spaza has caused a 
tremendous improvement in learner 

performance and love of science. The 
practicals have made lessons more 
interesting and easily understood; 
promoting independent thinking 
and boosting self-esteem, while 

decreasing shyness and dependency. 

Learners now love science,  
as they notice that science is all 

around them.  

N.E. Madikane, Science educator,  
Gqira Science Spaza
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Science Spaza delivers exciting, 
curriculum-linked learning 

opportunities to a network of self-
initiated science clubs and science 

centres across South Africa. 

By partnering with Science Spaza, you 
can make a positive contribution to 

science, technology, and innovation in 
South Africa. 

“Less than 5% of South African 
schools have a functional science 
laboratory. Many learners struggle 

due to a lack of STEM learning 
resources and poor teacher support,  
with the biggest load being carried 

by learners in rural areas.” 
(Equal Education)

THE SCIENCE SPAZA CLUB NETWORK

Science Spaza reaches 
thousands of young 

science minds via couriered 
print publications, our 
website, social media 

channels, WhatsApp and 
telephone.
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Activity Worksheets
Science Spaza activity worksheets 

are interactive, curriculum-
linked, and fun. They result in 
lengthy engagement by the 
next generation of scientists, 
entrepreneurs and business 

leaders. 
Activity worksheets are created 
around your key messages by  
our highly experienced team. 
Additional copies or print files  
can be arranged for your own 

outreach activities.

Events and Activations
Hip Hop Science Spaza is an 

exciting engagement initiative.  
Learners, scientists and musicians 

collaborate to create rap songs 
around a chosen science topic, 
distributed on various digital 

platforms.
Science Shows, Career Expos and 

Competitions are facilitated by 
the Science Spaza team and can 

be customised to your brand and 
messaging requirements. 

Science Spaza Space
Science Spaza Space is the official 
newspaper of the Science Spaza 
programme, linking clubs to one 

another and to the broader science 
sector. 10 000 copies of this 

quarterly paper are delivered free 
of charge to science centres and 

clubs nationally. 
Science Spaza Space is an 

opportunity to reach young 
audiences with advertising and 

advertorial, or even an entire 
themed publication. 

Brand Ambassadors 
The Science Spaza Ambassador 

programme supports young 
professionals in science fields 
to share their experiences with 

learners. They role-model what can 
be achieved through hard work, 
dedication and their passion for 

exploration and discovery. 
Science Spaza Ambassadors are 

selected from amongst corporate 
and research organisations. Get 

your young researchers on board.

PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

Meerkat First light

The MeerKat radio Telescope, precursor to the SKA in South Africa, has released its first 

image of a small patch of sky. The MeerKAT First Light image shows more than 1300 

galaxies in the distant Universe, compared to 70 known in this location prior to MeerKAT.

The MeerKAT Radio Telescope
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Science rocks! Rocks have a great story to tell us about our past. For example, scientists have found the bones of our 

ancestors in the Sterkfontein caves in Gauteng. These ancestors lived millions of years ago – evidence that Africa gave 

birth to humankind!

There are more ways in which 

rocks hold clues about our history. 

The San Rock Art paintings found 

in the Drakensberg mountains 

reveal the experiences of San 

people who lived there a long time 

ago. 

The upcoming National Science 

Week (NSW) (5-12 August 

2017) with the theme ‘Advancing 

Science Tourism’ will be 

celebrating areas which promote 

science to the public. The area 

of focus at Science Spaza will be 

on rocks. You may ask why? The 

answer is easy – rocks have a lot 

of value and can teach us many 

things. It is through rocks that we 

can better understand mountain 

formations! They provided the 

canvases for San rock artists and 

have preserved evidence of ancient 

life forms. Did you know that 

fossil dinosaurs have been found 

in the Drakensberg? How about 

the fossil of a 750 kg African bear 

found at the West Coast Fossil 

Park? This bear was much bigger 

than an adult male polar bear, 

which weighs between 350 and 

540 kg.

Science Rocks!

Science Spaza took 30 learners from the Zibukezulu Technical High School on 

an excursion to the Drakensberg to meet some scientists and learn more about 

geology, palaeontology and San Rock Art.

International 

FameLab 2017 winner

Tshiamo Legoale (pictured 

right) was crowned the 

2017 FameLab winner! She 

represented South Africa at 

the international Cheltenham 

Science Festival in the UK. She 

gave an amazing talk on how 

to extract gold from wheat 

grown on mine dumps. Did 

you even know that something 

like this was possible? She 

works for Mintek as a geologist. 

A perfect example of how 

science can rock your world. 

Halala Tshiamo Halala!

This edition of Spaza Space was 

brought to you with the support of 

the South African Agency for Science 

and Technology Advancement 

(SAASTA), a business unit of the 

National Research Foundation. 

We’re part of the Universe, right? So when we take pictures of the Universe, it’s almost like a 

selfie – the Universe taking a photo of itself ! That might be a bit weird to think of, but it is so 

exciting. Here in South Africa, we’re taking some pretty important selfies for the science world. 

We are home to the best radio telescope in 
the Southern Hemisphere, and it’s called 
MeerKAT. It’s basically a field full of satellite 
dishes, receiving radio waves from space – all 
the time! Radio waves are actually invisible to 
humans, so the team of young scientists in the 
Karoo have begun turning these radio waves 
into pictures, using exciting technology. The 
first picture is called the MeerKAT First Light 
image, and it just helped us discover over a 
thousand more galaxies in a tiny part of the 
Universe! Before MeerKAT, we only knew of 
70 galaxies in this little patch of space. The 
MeerKAT First Light image recently showed 
that there are actually over 1300! Some of 
these galaxies have black holes in the middle of 
them, while some are shooting out streams of 
powerful electrons, and they’re all millions and 
billions of light years away. 

MeerKAT only has 16 satellite dishes at 
the moment. Soon, it will have 64! One day, 
MeerKAT will grow even bigger, into the 
Square Kilometre Array (SKA), which will 
be the biggest radio telescope in the world! 
The SKA will have thousands of these radio 
receptors. If we’ve discovered thousands of 
galaxies with only 16 dishes, imagine what we 
can do with thousands of them! Those will be 
some very cool selfies.  

Did You Know? Scientists usually work in teams. Although one 
person might have designed the actual dishes, 
another person needs to know how to program 
the computer to turn the radio waves into images. 
But she might not know how to fix the actual 
equipment if it breaks! So a mechanical engineer 
is part of the team, too. This way, each person can 
be really good at one or two things, instead of 
trying to do everything all on their own.
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Definitions
Galaxy: A whole lot of stars, planets, solar systems, gas and dust held together by the forces of 

gravity. Our galaxy is called the Milky Way. 
Universe: Space, and everything in it. We are still discovering new parts of the Universe all the time. It 

is bigger than we could even imagine. Solar System: Earth is one of eight planets orbiting around the Sun, along with asteroids, meteoroids 

and comets. All together, this collection of celestial things makes up our Solar System. 

Cosmos: This is a concept or way of thinking that sees the Universe as a structured system, where 

everything, including humans, has a specific place or role.

SKA and Hip Hop Science SpazaMusic of the StarsThe Square Kilometre Array (SKA) South 
Africa got together with learners from 
Carnarvon Primary School to learn about 
radio astronomy, and to collaborate on the 
production of some awesome songs about 
what they learnt.

Far out in the arid Karoo lies the town 
of Carnarvon, a small, quiet town, and 
home to the MeerKAT radio telescope. On 
one particular day, however, the silence 
was replaced with an excited buzz as the 
learners from Carnarvon Primary School 
prepared to perform hip hop songs that 
they had created for the school, guests and 
community at large. 25 February 2016 was a 
day to remember for all involved. Everything 
that the children had learnt about radio 
astronomy came through in their lyrics as 
they sang and jived on stage! To round it off, 
popular hip hop artist iFani, too, joined in 
the festivities and gave a performance to the 
delight of the crowd.

The songs that the learners created as part of 
this initiative, all about radio astronomy, were 
professionally recorded and are available on 
the Science Spaza Soundcloud channel. Go 
to www.soundcloud.com/sciencespaza to 
check them out!

MeerKAT: The Universe is taking selfies 

Left: Some of the MeerKAT dishes in the Northern Cape, 

2016.
Above: Montage of MeerKAT First Light radio image and 

four zoomed-in insets. The two panels to the right show 

distant galaxies with massive black holes at their centres. 

At lower left is a galaxy approximately 200 million light 

years away, where hydrogen gas is being used up to form 

stars in large numbers. Courtesy: SKA Africa

This edition of Spaza Space is produced and 
distributed with the support of the Square 

Kilometre Array project in South Africa.
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Combo #1
Almost Mahala!

Half Page Editorial:   
R9250

Website Article: 
R1500

Social Media Posts  
(Facebook, Instagram, Twitter) x2:   

R1600

TOTAL:    
R12 350

Less 10% discount:   
R11 115 (saving of R1235)

Combo #2
Sharp Sharp

Double Page Spread: 
R27 500

Website Banner:  
R1200

Website Article:   
R1500

Social Media Posts  
(Facebook, Instagram, Twitter) x3:   

R2400

TOTAL:   
R32 600

Less 10% discount:   
R29 340 (saving of R3260)

Combo #3
Full House

Activity Worksheet:   
R63 000

Full Page Editorial or  
Outside Back Cover: 

R18 250

Website Banner:  
R1200

Website Article: 
R1500

Social Media Posts  
(Facebook, Instagram, Twitter) x3:   

R2400

TOTAL:   
R86 350

Less 10% discount:   
R77 715 (saving of R8635)

SPAZA SPECIALS Sales 
Robert 084-357-7333

robert@jivemedia.co.za

Kezia 083-645-6894 
kezia@jivemedia.co.za

Science Spaza is produced 
by research communication 
specialists Jive Media Africa 
in partnership with the YAZI 

Centre for Science and Society 
in Africa (NPC-K2015047709, 
Non-profit Organisation 151-

830 NPO and Registered 
Public Benefit Organisation). 

www.jivemedia.co.za
www.yazi.org.za

We can custom make 
packages to suit 

your budget!
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